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Fund Position Accumulative Yesterday 

Corn -90,661 2,000 

Soybeans 3,818 -5,000 

Soybean Meal 66,619 -4,000 

Soybean Oil -36,502 -2,000 

Chicago Wheat -129,474 4,000 

KC Wheat 15,129 0 

CORN: HIGHER 

Tuesday saw a second day of strength, again on lighter 
volume, for the corn market gaining back most of last 
week’s losses in old crop and all of last week’s losses 
for new crop. Headlines have been quiet this week, 
leaving trading action to come more from funds and 
technical trading, in addition farmer selling has been 
very minimal which would explain the lighter volume. 
With Memorial Day around the corner, this morning’s 
ethanol report will give an update to where we sit as we 
head into the official start to the summer travel season. 
Overnight corn has traded both sides but kept within a 
7-cent range. When I got to the office this morning corn 
was a few cents lower and since then has firmed up 
heading into the break ending the night session half a 
cent to a penny and a half higher.  
At the break, CN23 1 ½ higher. 
 

SOYBEANS: MIXED 

The news of possible Russian hindrance to boats 

wanting to load at one Ukrainian port didn’t do much for 

the market overall yesterday.  Still looking at excellent 

planting weather through next week then a hint of rain for 

the main growing areas with western ones still getting the 

most.  The complex has traded both sides overnight as 

no direction seems to pull better than the other as we 

head toward a 3-day holiday this weekend.  The western 

region of drought is beginning to heal with moisture this 

week but are not out of the drought yet.  Still, it will help 

in getting a fall crop in the ground with potential out there.  

Interesting to note the strength of the US$ in the face of 

all the debt limit default talk.  IF people really believed it 

would happen, they would be driving the value lower.  

Let’s hope there are cooler heads if the fan does indeed 

become involved and other methods are used by 

Treasury to keep from going over the limit than failing to 

pay debt issued.  This market feels like it is in holiday 

mode already.   

 

Beans: V-214,291/OI-651,037(+1,405) Meal: V-

128,816/OI-479,807(+3,592); Oil: V-130,112/OI-

541,367(+2,140) 

At the break, SN23 ¾ higher 

WHEAT: LOWER 

The market posted double-digit gains on Tuesday, finding 
support off the recent lows, and aided by strength in Paris 
wheat. Overnight trade reversed course lower in U.S. and 
Paris wheat contracts, showing that thin volume boosted 
the move and did not carry real support. Reports of 210k 
MT of EU coming to the U.S. confirms the tight domestic 
situation and high flat price justifies replacing needs in the 
export market. Russia is refusing to inspect vessels 
coming into one of the approved Ukrainian ports, 
effectively blocking exports at the largest port. Weather 
maps show rains are expected to continue over the next 
two weeks for HRW areas, but that is beginning to cause 
concern of quality issues in areas that will see harvest in 
the same. The cash market has not shown that mills are 
nervous about getting supplies that they will need, but 
confirmation of trouble spots should see a wave of buying. 
Look for wheat to pull back from yesterday’s gains, as light 
volume is leading prices lower. 
At the break, KWN23 was 8 ¼ lower 

 

CATTLE: STEADY-LOWER 
It was a relatively quiet trade across the cattle markets 
yesterday, and lower for a second session.  Firmer corn 
markets pressuring the feeder cattle trade while maybe some 
macro anxieties start to pressure the live cattle trade.  Funds 
remain loaded up with net longs in both markets.  Overnight 
equities are lower again this morning with the trade perhaps 
getting a bit more anxious about debt ceiling talks.  There’s not 
much to report on the cash cattle front where one pen traded 
in TX on the FCE auction yesterday at $170, steady with last 
week, and some very small volume reported in the North at 
$280 dressed, just a touch softer than last week’s average but 
not enough volume in either region to set the market.  This 
week’s kill sounds like it’s estimated somewhere 625-635K, 
down from the 640+ of the prior two weeks thanks to some 
holiday hours late this week.  The boxed beef trade has been 
volatile, up $3 Monday and back down $3 yesterday, and is 
generally expected to be softer for these next several weeks if 

not two months which isn’t uncommon for the season. 
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